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A modular open-source toolbox to streamline
energy system operation and planning

A novel platform creates a digital environment where transmission and distribution
system operators can access advanced tools. These tools enable them to gather,
interpret and use their data to efficiently manage networks’ operation, maintenance
and planning.

 
CLIMATE CHANGE

AND ENVIRONMENT  ENERGY

The EU-funded ATTEST  project has
developed tools to address upcoming
challenges in the decarbonisation of the
energy sector. These include managing the
increased demand for electrification from
various sectors, integrating more renewable
electricity and gas into the existing
infrastructure and accommodating the
anticipated rise in storage devices.

“Our ICT platform offers an integrated study
environment for transmission and distribution

system operators. It serves as a single access point to a suite of tools designed to
enhance network planning, operation and maintenance,” notes project coordinator
Filipe Joel Soares.

Being open-source, the platform offers improved interoperability with other software
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Planning module

Operation module

Asset management module

systems and ensures a reliable interaction between operation, planning and asset
management tools. Its functions can also be customised and expanded to adapt to
specific scenarios of distributed energy resources integration, such as storage
devices, PV panels or electric vehicles. Furthermore, new tools can easily be
integrated, and existing interface components can be reused to visualise outputs.

The planning module features a specialised optimisation tool that enhances
distribution network planning by using path-dependent network reinforcement
strategies. It creates diverse investment portfolios, considering both asset- and non-
asset-based solutions.

There is also a strategy optimisation tool designed to adaptively upgrade the
transmission network, accommodating new sources of uncertainty and flexibility that
could arise from different network areas. These could include distributed renewable
energy sources, storage solutions and multi-energy systems.

Within the operation module, one tool focuses on procuring ancillary services for day-
ahead operation planning of the distribution network. Another tool activates the
procured ancillary services, aiming to minimise deviations from the day-ahead
decisions by activating distributed energy resources.

A different tool enhances the conventional Deterministic Security Constrained
Optimal Power Flow to procure ancillary services (for congestion management,
voltage control and frequency control) on a 24-hour ahead basis under forecast
uncertainty. It ensures smooth coordination with distribution and transmission system
operators to prevent conflicting ancillary service procurement.

Ultimately, a tool for online dynamic security assessment implements a machine
learning approach to assess the safety of power systems that heavily use renewable
energy.

The asset management module encompasses three tools. The first one characterises
asset conditions groups assets based on similar characteristics considering various
aspects: lifespan, health condition, maintenance needs, and their economic and
environmental impact.

The second assigns unique indicators to each asset based on its specific cluster
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dimensions, helping to prioritise assets that need close attention. A third tool
formulates smart strategies for asset management, offering action recommendations
based on health indicators. It also projects asset conditions and assesses future
impacts – enabling proactive decision-making.

“ATTEST advanced tools and approaches to electricity grid planning, monitoring and
maintenance are better suited to future power systems,” states Joel Soares. “These
developments foster the digitalisation of the energy sector, reduce environmental
impact and improve reliability and quality of service. They also help prepare the
electricity network for increased electrification in the energy systems, while also
enabling the integration of various energy vectors.”
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